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About	  CAS 	  	  

IBM Research hosts 12 fundamental labs around the world.  
To stimulate active collaboration with academia, Centers for Advanced Study are founded 

in strategic countries (i.e. with excellent academic research). 
 
+  Currently, 20 global sites (including Amsterdam) 
+  Goals: 

»  Actively participate in (applied) research, 
»  Organize innovation projects and workshops. 
 

+  Focus in Benelux: 
»  Space (ESA / ASTRON), 
»  Open Data, 
»  Water (Ijkdijk, Livedijk, Lekdijk), 
»  Healthcare 
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Why	  Colorectal	  cancer?	  

Cancer incidence in the Netherlands: 

Male Female Combined 

Prostate 9559 Breast 13005 Colorectal 13038 

Lung 6729 Colorectal 5598 Breast 13005 

Colorectal 6519 Lung 4047 Lung 10776 

Skin (P) 3595 Skin (P) 2860 Prostate 9559 

Blatter 2448 Skin (M) 2253 Skin (P) 6455 

non-Hodgkin 2148 Uterus 1915 Skin (M) 4069 

Head/Troath 1936 non-
Hodgkun 

1637 non-Hodgkin 3785 
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The	  research	  

+  Problem statement: 
»  Current criteria for the diagnosis of Colorectal cancer are rather vague, and lead 

to  a “hit-rate” of ~3% 
»  Hypotheses: by means of pattern recognition and analysis, we can find more 

accurate predictors. 
 

+  Means: 4 different datasets, acquired through the Utrecht Medical Center 
»  Primary care (~150.000 patients), 
»  Lifestyle data (EU project outcome), 
»  3rd line care (coloscopia), 
»  Pubmed (medical research) meta-analysis. 
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The	  research	  (2)	  

+  Datamining may be performed on the individual sets (a M.Sc. On this is currently 
running). 

 
+  However:  

»  We assume that the best predictors can be found by combining the different 
datasets, e.g., lifestyle patterns to patients and 3rd line care to 1st line care 
patients. 

 
»  This is not a trivial task, since the datasets are not subsets of eachother →  
e.g., the lifestyle set originates from a pan-european study, while the 1st line-care set 

originates from the Utrecht region.  
»  Moreover, individual sets (and physicians) may differ greatly in terminology and 

abstraction-level used (hampering the mining and reasoning task). 
»  Therefore, other means (e.g. semantics) need to be applied to combine the sets. 
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We	  offer	  

+  A M.Sc. Project on a very real and relevant subject: cancer diagnosis. 
 
+  An internship (6 months) at the IBM Center for Advanced Studies in Amsterdam. 
 
+  Start date: ASAP. 
 
+  Interested? 

»  Please contact: 
Annette ten Teije: annette@cs.vu.nl 
Robert-Jan Sips:  robert-jan.sips@nl.ibm.com 
 
 
 
 
 


